OFF-GRID MOBILE
Emergency Response Units

Reinventing the flex space needed for emergency response

**Rapidly scalable emergency response units:**

- 8’ 6” wide with lengths from 10’ to 32’ and can fit into standardized ISO footprint
- Ready for immediate operations within minutes after arriving on site
- Only emergency clinic that is fully transportable by land (Ford F-250 or similar), sea, or air (helicopter)
- Expandable options ranging from OR capabilities to complete emergency response camps while remaining fully re-deployable and off the grid
- Medical grade interior/Anti-microbial surfaces with built in HVAC and all handicap accessible facilities insulated up to R-20 for low power consumption

**Customizable solutions include:**

- AC power from battery backup with power generated from grid, solar, wind, and gas, propane or diesel generators and self-generating potable water solutions.
- Medical Equipment can by pre-installed and calibrated ready for use and meets compliance standards for Urgent Care.
- Pre-designed floor plans for Housing, Offices, X-ray, Class “A” Operating Rooms, Procedure rooms, Dialysis, Clinical Exam Rooms, Command Center Operations, Nutrition, Latrine, Mortuary, Laboratory, and Centralized Sterilizing.
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**Core Capability**

Off-grid mobile emergency response units. Emergency clinics that are fully transportable by land (Ford F-250 or similar), sea, or air (helicopter)

Expandable options ranging from OR capabilities to complete emergency response camps while remaining fully re-deployable and off the grid

---

**Key Differentiators**

- **Re-deployable** Transportable by land, sea, and air
- **Scalable** From a single medical unit to complete response center
- **Off grid** Autonomous water, power, and communications grid
- **Rapid** Ready for immediate operations within minutes
- **Thermally efficient** With insulation levels up to R-20

---

**Clinic Solutions**

- Operating Rooms
- Procedure Rooms
- Dialysis
- Clinical Exam Rooms
- Command Center Operations
- Nutrition
- Latrine
- Mortuary
- Laboratory
- Central Sterilizing

---

**Our Partners and Supply Chain**

World Housing Solution partners and suppliers are US based businesses with locations in Florida, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and the Carolinas.

Our close partnerships and highly scalable supply chain infrastructure allow us to respond to a wide array of needs spanning a vast selection of different industries and solutions.
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All our expeditionary solutions are highly customizable

---

World Housing Solution offers a comprehensive array of products uniquely designed to meet the needs for expeditionary structures around the world. We continuously innovate, evolve, and redefine what expeditionary and emergency response solutions are and can become.